OPENING REMARKS

Mayor Michael Tubbs, City of Stockton

Follow the conversation:
@AvivarCapital
@TheCenterSHF
#SJVIII
OPPORTUNITY ZONES 101

PANELISTS

Kevin Wilson, Novogradac, LLC
Sarah Brundage, Enterprise Community Partners

MODERATOR

Leilani Barnett, Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco

Follow the conversation:
@AvivarCapital
@TheCenterSHF
#SJVIIIF
EVOLVING INVESTMENT NEEDS & OPPORTUNITIES IN THE SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY

PANELISTS

Elliott Balch, Central Valley Community Foundation
Juanita Hallstrom, RCAC
Annie McShiras, Self-Help Federal Credit Union

MODERATOR

Ellen Braff-Guajardo, Sierra Health Foundation

Follow the conversation:
@AvivarCapital @TheCenterSHF #SJVIIF
CHANNELING CAPITAL AND MANAGEMENT SUPPORTS TO THE
SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY’S EMERGING BUSINESSES & FARMS

PANELISTS

Tate Hill, Access Plus Capital
Brett Malone, California FarmLink
Kiel Schmidt, Northern California Community Loan Fund

MODERATOR

Lisa Richter, Avivar Capital

Follow the conversation:
@AvivarCapital
@TheCenterSHF
#SJVIIF
FORGING PARTNERSHIPS FOR A VIBRANT & INNOVATIVE SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY IMPACT INVESTING MARKETPLACE

PANELISTS

Leslie Watson, Dignity Health

Leilani Barnett, Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco

Christopher “Spike” Keil, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

MODERATOR

Gil Alvarado, Sierra Health Foundation, San Joaquin Valley Impact Investing Fund

Follow the conversation:
@AvivarCapital @TheCenterSHF #SJVIIF
THANK YOU!

Impact Investing in the San Joaquin Valley: Targeting Capital to Regional Equity & Wellbeing
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